Event #
W101

Event Title
And now a
Word from
a Gamer

W102

W103

System

Gamemaster
Steve Wollett

Day
THU

Period
10am

# Slots
4

Difficulty
Experien
ced

Maturity
Everyone

Description
We are filming a documentary about
tabletop gaming and this is your chance
to be in a movie. You will be required to
sign a release and if a minor will be
required to bring a parent to sign on
your behalf. We are looking for people
who have played multiple game
systems and are willing to talk about
them. You are signing up for a spot
during the days filming that will last
approximately thirty minutes for each
person involved. When you join us at
10AM we will let you pick your thirty
minute spot on a first come first serve
basis.

Paint N
Take

Carol Pandolph

THU

1pm

1

Introduct
ory

Everyone

Have you grown weary from storming
castles and slaying dragons? Then drop
by the TotalCon Paint N' Take, choose a
miniature or bring one of your own and
paint it. Never painted before or want
to improve your skills? Instruction and
advice are offered to make you the best
painter you can be. All ages from kids to
adults who never grew up are
welcome! Instruction offered.

Paint N
Take

Carol Pandolph

THU

3pm

1

Introduct
ory

Everyone

Have you grown weary from storming
castles and slaying dragons? Then drop

by the TotalCon Paint N' Take, choose a
miniature or bring one of your own and
paint it. Never painted before or want
to improve your skills? Instruction and
advice are offered to make you the best
painter you can be. All ages from kids to
adults who never grew up are
welcome! Instruction offered.
W202

Paint N
Take

Carol Pandolph

FRI

8am

1

Introduct
ory

Everyone

Have you grown weary from storming
castles and slaying dragons? Then drop
by the TotalCon Paint N' Take, choose a
miniature or bring one of your own and
paint it. Never painted before or want
to improve your skills? Instruction and
advice are offered to make you the best
painter you can be. All ages from kids to
adults who never grew up are
welcome! Instruction offered.

W201

And now a
Word from
a Gamer

Steve Wollett

FRI

10am

4

Experien
ced

Everyone

We are filming a documentary about
tabletop gaming and this is your chance
to be in a movie. You will be required to
sign a release and if a minor will be
required to bring a parent to sign on
your behalf. We are looking for people
who have played multiple game
systems and are willing to talk about
them. You are signing up for a spot
during the days filming that will last

approximately thirty minutes. When
you join us at 10AM we will let you pick
your thirty minute spot on a first come
first serve basis.
W203

Paint N
Take

Carol Pandolph

FRI

10am

1

Introduct
ory

Everyone

Have you grown weary from storming
castles and slaying dragons? Then drop
by the TotalCon Paint N' Take, choose a
miniature or bring one of your own and
paint it. Never painted before or want
to improve your skills? Instruction and
advice are offered to make you the best
painter you can be. All ages from kids to
adults who never grew up are
welcome! Instruction offered.

W204

Paint N
Take

Carol Pandolph

FRI

1pm

1

Introduct
ory

Everyone

Have you grown weary from storming
castles and slaying dragons? Then drop
by the TotalCon Paint N' Take, choose a
miniature or bring one of your own and
paint it. Never painted before or want
to improve your skills? Instruction and
advice are offered to make you the best
painter you can be. All ages from kids to
adults who never grew up are
welcome! Instruction offered.

W205

Paint N
Take

Carol Pandolph

FRI

3pm

1

Introduct
ory

Everyone

Have you grown weary from storming
castles and slaying dragons? Then drop
by the TotalCon Paint N' Take, choose a
miniature or bring one of your own and

paint it. Never painted before or want
to improve your skills? Instruction and
advice are offered to make you the best
painter you can be. All ages from kids to
adults who never grew up are
welcome! Instruction offered.
W302

Paint N
Take

Carol Pandolph

SAT

8am

1

Introduct
ory

Everyone

Have you grown weary from storming
castles and slaying dragons? Then drop
by the TotalCon Paint N' Take, choose a
miniature or bring one of your own and
paint it. Never painted before or want
to improve your skills? Instruction and
advice are offered to make you the best
painter you can be. All ages from kids to
adults who never grew up are
welcome! Instruction offered.

W301

And now a
Word from
a Gamer

Steve Wollett

SAT

10am

4

Experien
ced

Everyone

We are filming a documentary about
tabletop gaming and this is your chance
to be in a movie. You will be required to
sign a release and if a minor will be
required to bring a parent to sign on
your behalf. We are looking for people
who have played multiple game
systems and are willing to talk about
them. You are signing up for a spot
during the days filming that will last
approximately thirty minutes. When
you join us at 10AM we will let you pick

your thirty minute spot on a first come
first serve basis.
W303

Paint N
Take

Carol Pandolph

SAT

10am

1

Introduct
ory

Everyone

Have you grown weary from storming
castles and slaying dragons? Then drop
by the TotalCon Paint N' Take, choose a
miniature or bring one of your own and
paint it. Never painted before or want
to improve your skills? Instruction and
advice are offered to make you the best
painter you can be. All ages from kids to
adults who never grew up are
welcome! Instruction offered.

W304

Paint N
Take

Carol Pandolph

SAT

1pm

1

Introduct
ory

Everyone

Have you grown weary from storming
castles and slaying dragons? Then drop
by the TotalCon Paint N' Take, choose a
miniature or bring one of your own and
paint it. Never painted before or want
to improve your skills? Instruction and
advice are offered to make you the best
painter you can be. All ages from kids to
adults who never grew up are
welcome! Instruction offered.

W305

Paint N
Take

Carol Pandolph

SAT

3pm

1

Introduct
ory

Everyone

Have you grown weary from storming
castles and slaying dragons? Then drop
by the TotalCon Paint N' Take, choose a
miniature or bring one of your own and
paint it. Never painted before or want
to improve your skills? Instruction and

advice are offered to make you the best
painter you can be. All ages from kids to
adults who never grew up are
welcome! Instruction offered.
W401

Fantasy
Genesis

W402

W403

Fantas
y
Genesi
s

Ada Kerman

SUN

10am

1

Introduct
ory

Everyone

Fantasy Genesis uses dice to generate
drawing prompts. We will bring
drawing supplies, but feel free to bring
your favorite materials as well.
Although listed as being run by Ada
Kerman, it will be co-hosted by my
children Lily and Robert.

Paint N
Take

Carol Pandolph

SUN

10am

1

Introduct
ory

Everyone

Have you grown weary from storming
castles and slaying dragons? Then drop
by the TotalCon Paint N' Take, choose a
miniature or bring one of your own and
paint it. Never painted before or want
to improve your skills? Instruction and
advice are offered to make you the best
painter you can be. All ages from kids to
adults who never grew up are
welcome! Instruction offered.

Paint N
Take

Carol Pandolph

SUN

1pm

1

Introduct
ory

Everyone

Have you grown weary from storming
castles and slaying dragons? Then drop
by the TotalCon Paint N' Take, choose a
miniature or bring one of your own and
paint it. Never painted before or want
to improve your skills? Instruction and
advice are offered to make you the best

painter you can be. All ages from kids to
adults who never grew up are
welcome! Instruction offered.
W404

Paint N
Take

W405

Dramatic
Bases for
Gaming
Miniatures

Hobby
Basics

Carol Pandolph

SUN

3pm

1

Introduct
ory

Everyone

Have you grown weary from storming
castles and slaying dragons? Then drop
by the TotalCon Paint N' Take, choose a
miniature or bring one of your own and
paint it. Never painted before or want
to improve your skills? Instruction and
advice are offered to make you the best
painter you can be. All ages from kids to
adults who never grew up are
welcome! Instruction offered.

Peter Shah

SUN

10am

1

Introduct
ory

Teen

Looking for a little extra pizazz for your
favorite board game, war games, or
RPGs miniatures? Add in a unique, and
hand-crafted base to help them stand
out on the table! This hands-on class
will lead you through the process of
building your very own base to take
home with you. The class is for
beginners, and supplies will be
provided. Students are encouraged to
bring questions and to take notes. This
class will include the use of sharp tools
for

